
Main/Focus Session Template 

1. Title of the Session  

« A Dialogue on Zero-Rating and Network Neutrality »  

2. Length  

Two hours. 

3. Brief Description/Objective  

Our goal is to provide the global Internet community, and policymakers in particular, with an informed 
and balanced dialogue on the complex Internet policy issue of “zero-rating.”  

The driving purpose of the session is to help others, in their respective countries and locales, in their  
own analyses of this issue by promoting access the expert insights and rich community discussion 
that will unfold during the session. We encourage remote and in-person participation from everyone 
interested and aim for complete diversity across stakeholder groups and perspectives, as well as 
gender, geography, age, et cetera. As a main session, translation will be available in the official UN 
languages. 

There are many different viewpoints on zero-rating, with some stakeholders being completely against 
the practice to others being fully supportive. Some stakeholders will accept zero-rating under certain 
conditions. The session will consider the full spectrum of views.  

In the case where zero-rating is advanced as a means to drive Internet access, this session will also 
explore alternative approaches, such as the use of community networks. 

4. Agenda  

The agenda is currently being developed through open, community discussion. Based upon list 
discussion to date, the session will involve the following elements: 

• Introduction - A neutral, entry-level introduction to network neutrality and to what “zero-
rating” means. 

• Multistakeholder, expert dialogue - A moderated discussion on zero-rating amongst 
experts holding different positions and perspectives. The discussion will be based upon 
policy questions contributed from the community. 

• Community questions and discussion - Remote and in-person participants will be invited 
to pose questions to the experts, as well as to engage in guided discussion on topics 
raised. 

• Alternatives - Alternatives to zero-rating as a means to advance access, such as 
community networks, will be explained and illustrated. 

• Contributions from relevant IGF workshops - A handful of workshops at this year’s IGF will 
consider zero-rating. Organisers or participants from these workshops will be invited to 
contribute to the session. (Format to be determined). 

5. Policy Questions 

As mentioned above, the dialogue on zero-rating will follow an agenda shaped by questions 
submitted from the community. The question list will remain open until the IGF and is available here:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zero-rating


• https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kiJ34r0WD1pvksjq4xmQ1aVjwOiEGl9QHI_-JINi404/edit?
usp=sharing 

6. Chair [To be provided by the Host Country] 

7.  Moderators are yet to be determined. 

8. Panelists are yet to be determined. 

9. Remote moderator/Plan for online interaction? A plan for online interaction is forthcoming. 

10. ‘Feeder’ workshops (if applicable) and/or connections with other sessions? 

We have identified the following workshops and other sessions as relevant. If a relevant session is not 
listed below, please notify us on the dedicated mailing list.  

• Workshop No. 156: Zero-rating and neutrality policies in developing countries 
• Workshop No. 79: Zero-rating, Open Internet, and Freedom of Expression 
• Workshop No. 21: SIDS Roundtable: “Free Internet” - Bane or Boon? 
• Dynamic Coalition Session: Dynamic Coalition on Net Neutrality 

You may join the mailing list, here:  

• http://mail.intgovforum.org/mailman/listinfo/ms2015_zerorating_intgovforum.org 

The list of IGF2015 workshop sessions is available on the IGF website, here: 

• http://www.intgovforum.org/cms/workshop-proposals/list-of-published-workshop-
proposals 

11.  Desired results/output 

As explained above, our desired result is to provide the global Internet community with a well-rounded 
and insightful dialogue on the Internet policy issue of zero-rating. The discussion is an output in and of 
itself, from which policymakers around the world should benefit. In accordance with the IGF reporting 
requirement, a rapporteur shall produce a neutral report of the session, which will not draw 
conclusions on the topic, but rather will summarise the main points discussed.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kiJ34r0WD1pvksjq4xmQ1aVjwOiEGl9QHI_-JINi404/edit?usp=sharing

